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ABSTRACT

EW

Protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) family is a group of multifunctional endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) enzymes mediating the formation of disulfide bonds, catalyzing the cysteinebased redox reactions and assisting the quality control of the client proteins. Recent structural
and functional studies have demonstrated that PDI members not only play an essential role in
the proteostasis in the ER but also exert diverse effects in numerous human diseases
including cancer and neurodegenerative diseases. Increasing evidence suggests that PDI is
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actively involved in the proliferation, survival, and metastasis of several types of cancer cells.
Although the molecular mechanism by which PDI contributes to tumorigenesis and
metastasis remains to be understood, PDI is now emerging as a new therapeutic target for
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cancer treatment. In fact, several attempts have been made to develop PDI inhibitors as anticancer drugs. In this review, we discuss the properties and diverse functions of human PDI
proteins and focus on recent findings on their roles in disease states including cancer and
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R

neurodegeneration.
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INTRODUCTION

EW

Formation of disulfide bond (S-S bond) between cysteine residues is a crucial and
rate-limiting step for the correct folding of nascent polypeptide chains in the ER (1). Nearly
one-third of all eukaryotic proteins, including the majority of secretory proteins (~80%),
contain at least one S-S bond (2). During oxidative folding in the ER, S-S bonds are formed
by oxidation of thiol groups of cysteines and then rearranged (isomerized) until the correct
conformation is achieved (3). Although the formation of S-S bonds also occurs in the
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intermembrane space (IMS) of mitochondria, this post-translational modification takes place
primarily in the ER and is critical for the maturation and stabilization of a majority of
secretory and membrane proteins (4). PDI family is a group of ER enzymes responsible for
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the formation, breakage, and rearrangement of protein disulfide bond. PDI, the first ER
protein discovered as a folding catalyst, is a highly abundant ER protein constituting
approximately 0.8% of total protein (5). Inside cells, S-S bond is formed by thiol-disulfide
exchange reactions in which electrons are initially transferred from the reduced substrates to
oxidized PDI. Reduced PDI is then regenerated (oxidized) by the FAD-linked sulfhydryl
oxidase Ero1, which generates H2O2 by transferring electrons directly onto oxygen (4, 6). The
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chemical aspects of thiol-disulfide exchange reactions and the enzymatic properties of PDI
and its partners in oxidative protein folding are well-explained in several review articles (6-8).
In this review, we will focus on the domain organizations and diverse functions of human
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PDI proteins as well as their relevance to disease states, especially cancer and
neurodegenerative diseases.

The PDI Gene Family
PDI family is a part of the thioredoxin (TRX) superfamily which also includes TRXs,

peroxiredoxins, and glutaredoxins. Most of the enzymes catalyzing the formation of S-S
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bonds belong to the TRX superfamily (9). According to HUGO gene nomenclature
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committee (HGNC) database, the human PDI gene family is comprised of 21 members
(http://www.genenames.org/cgi-bin/genefamilies/set/692), which vary in length, domain
arrangement and substrate specificity but share the common structural feature, the TRX-like
domain (Table 1, Fig. 1). PDIA1 (usually referred as PDI) is the archetype PDI protein and
originally identified as the b-subunit of prolyl-4-hydroxylase (P4H) that catalyzes the
formation of 4-hydroxyproline in collagen (10). PDIA1 is a central mediator of the oxidative
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folding in the ER and catalyzes the oxidation, reduction, and isomerization of S-S bonds in
the substrates. In addition, PDIA1 and other PDI proteins function as molecular chaperones,
which are usually thiol-independent (11). PDIA1 has a multi-domain structure consisting of
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catalytic domains (TRX-like domains) and the C-terminal ER-retention sequence. Other PDI
proteins also show a similar modular composition of TRX-like domains followed by the Cterminal ER-retention sequence (Fig. 1). All human PDI proteins contain at least one TRXlike domain, which can be divided into two types (a and b) depending on the presence of
catalytic motif. The consensus sequence for those catalytic motives is CXXC and the most
conserved motif is CGHC (12, 13). Catalytically active a-type domains (a and a’ domains)

R

contain cysteines in the active sites that are thiol-reactive (7). Interestingly, a-type domains
found in several PDI proteins (e.g., AGR2, AGR3, and ERp44) are lacking one cysteine in the
active site motif (usually replaced with serine) and PDILT even has no cysteine at the N-
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terminal a-type domain (13, 14). Despite their structural similarity to TRX, catalytically

inactive b-type domains (b and b’ domains) do not contain cysteines and thus cannot mediate
S-S bond formation. Instead, the b-type domains are involved in the protein recruitment,
which is important for the chaperone activity (13).
Although PDI members invariably contain the TRX-like domain, which is likely

resulted from the duplications of a single TRX-like domain in the ancestral protein, they
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differ considerably in size, the domain composition outside of TRX-like domain and
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enzymatic properties. Phylogenetic analysis actually revealed the existence of subfamilies
within the PDI family. Among the PDI members, AGR and TMX subfamilies are unique
because they have only a-type domain (Fig. 1). Contribution of PDI proteins carrying noncanonical catalytic motifs in their a-type domains (e.g., AGR2, AGR3, PDILT, and ERp44) to
thiol-reactive oxidative folding in vivo is unclear although they are capable of forming the
mixed S-S bonds with client proteins (13, 17). More interestingly, ERp27 and ERp29 carry b-
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type domains only (15, 16). Presumably, these atypical PDI members function primarily as
molecular chaperones rather than as oxidoreductases for a specific set of substrates. It needs
to remind that the grouping of human PDI proteins is primarily based on sequence and
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structural similarity rather than the enzymatic properties. Detailed information on human PDI
gene family can be found in a recent review article and references therein (1).
CASQ subfamily is a kind of enigmatic because of unusual domain organization and
specialized functions. CASQ1 and CASQ2, the main calcium-binding proteins of the
sarcoplasmic reticulum and the regulator of calcium release in muscle (18), have only b-type
domains. Surprisingly, CASQ1 and CASQ2 are only PDI proteins without ER-retention
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sequence (Fig. 1); instead, there are C-terminal Asp/Glu-rich (acidic) Ca2+ binding regions
involved in Ca2+ flux via regulation of the Ca2+ channel and direct interaction with Ca2+ (19).
Functions of CASQ proteins in non-muscle tissues are unknown and they could be
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functionally non-relevant to other PDI proteins despite the presence of b-type domains.
AGR subfamily (AGR2, AGR3 and TXNDC12) was identified as novel members of

PDI in 2005 (20). In contrast to CASQ proteins, AGR proteins contain single a-type domain
plus an ER-retention sequence but no b-type domain. AGR proteins are thus the smallest PDI

(> 200 amino acids vs. 400~650 amino acids for typical PDI proteins) (1). Although AGR2

protein contains a non-canonical catalytic motif lacking the C-terminal cysteine (CPHS), it is
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still capable of forming a mixed disulfide bond with mucin and the mutation of the conserved
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cysteine (C81S) abolished their association (17). Functional analyses of each cysteine in the
consensus CXXC motif demonstrated that the N-terminal cysteine is important for the
formation of a transient S-S bond with the substrate whereas the C-terminal cysteine is
involved in the substrate release (21). An explanation is that the PDI members carrying the
non-canonical catalytic motif (e.g., AGR2, AGR3, and ERp44) may have different (and
possibly very limited) substrate specificities.

VI

AGR2 and AGR3 were first identified as human orthologs of X. laevis secreted
protein XAG-2, expressed during the development of the mucus-secreting cement gland.
Following studies have revealed that AGR2 is highly expressed in estrogen receptor a
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(ERa)-positive malignant breast cancer cells as well as many other adenocarcinomas
including colorectal, ovarian, pancreatic and prostate cancers (22). AGR3, originally
discovered from a screening of membrane-associated proteins as breast cancer membrane
protein 11 (BCMP11), is similarly over-expressed in ERa-positive breast cancer cells (23).
The expression of AGR2 and AGR3 genes, both located at 7p21.1, is not always correlated
and the uncoupled expression in prostate and ovarian cancer is also reported (24).

R

Accumulating evidence indicates that AGR2 could function as an oncoprotein that can
stimulate the proliferation and promote the metastasis of cancer cells. Clinical studies have
focused on the exploitation of this PDI protein as a potential tumor biomarker and prognostic
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factor. The involvement of PDI proteins, especially AGR proteins, in oncogenesis will be
discussed again (see below)

Biological Functions of PDI Proteins
The catalytic properties and structural features of PDI proteins and the regulation of

redox balance by PDI members have been extensively studied and details can be found in a
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number of review articles (5, 8, 13, 14). In addition to their principal roles as catalysts for the
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formation and rearrangement of S-S bonds, PDI proteins are also functioning as chaperones
(25). Molecular chaperones assist protein folding/refolding by inhibiting the non-productive
folding and the aggregation of partially folded intermediates or damaged polypeptides
through their ability to recognize and interact with proteins in non-native conformation. As
explained above, PDI (PDIA1) is the b-subunit of P4H and the chaperone activity rather than
the enzyme activity of PDI is necessary for the assembly of P4H molecules (8, 10).
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Intriguingly PDI helps refolding of misfolded proteins without S-S bonds and PDI with no
isomerase activity also increase refolding of substrates (e.g., proinsulin) to a certain extent,
suggesting that the catalytic activity and chaperone function of PDI can be dissociated (26).
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PDI also acts as a molecular chaperone for ERa, altering its conformation and affecting the
ERa-ER-responsive element (ERE) interaction. PDI mutant lacking isomerase activity was as
effective as normal PDI in enhancing ERa-ERE interaction, indicating that the chaperone
activity is independent of catalytic activity of PDI protein (27). In vascular smooth muscle
cells, PDI interacts with NAD(P)H oxidase, the source of reactive oxygen species, and acts as
a redox-sensitive regulatory factor by modulating the RhoGTPase activation (28, 29). These

R

results demonstrate that the chaperone activities of PDI are crucial for many client proteins.
While a wealth of information on the functions of archetypal PDI (PDIA1) - as a
general catalyst of native S-S bond formation and as a molecular chaperone assisting protein
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folding - is available, less is known about the functions of other PDI members despite their
similarities in sequence and domain organization. Analysis of mixed disulfide bonds formed
by major PDI proteins (e.g., PDIA1, ERp57, and ERp72) revealed distinct substrate
specificities and showed that each PDI member is specialized for different sets of substrates

(30). There are several members (e.g., PDIp, PDIR, P5, PDILT, ERp44, and ERdj5) also
possessing chaperone activities (31). PDIA2 (PDIp), originally identified as a pancreas-
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specific PDI protein, plays a similar role as PDIA1 but is less effective in oxidation/reduction
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(1). Moreover, the substrate specificity (i.e., the binding motif) of PDIA2 is different from
that of PDIA1 (32). PDIA2 also functions as a chaperone of denatured substrates, which is
independent of its enzymatic activity (33). ERp57 (PDIA3), a glycoprotein-specific PDI
protein, plays a central role in the peptide loading onto major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) class I molecules. In fact, ERp57 is a component of the peptide-loading complex
(PLC) which includes TAP1, TAP2, tapasin and calreticulin (34). The redox activity of

VI

ERp57 is not required for the peptide loading and the stability of MHC class I molecules is
also unaffected by the mutation of the catalytic motif of ERp57 (35).

ERp57 is also a major player in the quality control of newly synthesized
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glycoproteins in conjunction with another ER chaperones calnexin (CNX) and calreticulin
(CRT). ERp57 is protecting the substrates from ER-associated degradation (ERAD) at the
early stage of chaperone-mediated sorting and, at the later stage, promoting the maturation of
substrates that eventually exit to the cell surface via Golgi apparatus (36). ERp57 is upregulated in the neurons of prion-related disorders (PrDs) and physically interacts with the
cellular prion protein (PrPc) (37). Subsequent studies demonstrated that ERp57 controls the
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maturation and total levels of PrP suggesting that this PDI protein is a cellular factor
regulating the biosynthesis and folding of PrP (38). In contrast, PDIA1 promotes the ERAD
of misfolded proteins by recognizing and targeting them for degradation (39). The
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degradation of dislocated MHC class I heavy chain induced by the human cytomegalovirus
US2 also requires the substrate binding activity of PDIA1 (40). These results establish that
PDI proteins, especially PDIA1 and ERp57, are important for the quality control and proper
degradation of proteins in the ER (termed as ‘proteostasis’).
Physiological roles of other PDI family members carrying catalytic a-type domains

are poorly understood and data on their functions on ER proteostasis is limited. ERp72
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(PDIA4) is one of the largest PDI members (645 aa) and contains five TRX-like domains
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(Table 1). ERp72 is a component of the multiprotein chaperone complex that includes ER
Hsp70 (BiP), Grp94, PDI and ERp29 (41). ERp72 is shown to associate with thyroglobulin
and the cell surface NAD(P)H oxidase Nox-1 (13). PDIR (PDIA5) is structurally unique
because an N-terminal non-catalytic b-type domain precedes three catalytic a-type domains
(Fig. 1). Functions of PDIR are largely unknown although its expression pattern indicates a
role in the folding of glycoproteins. Interestingly, the b-type domain of PDIR has a binding
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surface for ERp72 and CRT suggesting the functional relationship with these ER proteins
(42). In contrast, P5 (PDIA6) cooperates with BiP and acts as a key reductase for the ERAD
of misfolded proteins (e.g., proinsulin carrying a mutation). Although P5 shows narrow
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substrate specificity, it associates preferentially with the proteins requiring BiP function (30,
43, 44). PDILT (PDIA7) is an interesting member of PDI family because it is expressed
specifically in testis and contains unusual catalytic site motives (SKQS and SKKC) (45). A
recent study demonstrated that PDILT, together with the testis-specific CRT-like protein
calsperin, is involved in the S-S bond formation and maturation of a membrane-bound
metalloprotease ADAM3, which is required for sperm migration (46). ERp44 (PDIA10), a
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PDI protein in secretory cells, plays a regulatory role in the assembly of IgM and adiponectin
in the early secretory pathway (47, 48). ERp44 is a special member of PDI family since its
activity is regulated by pH change (occurs when it shuttles between the ER and cis-Golgi
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compartment), which enables this PDI to act as a post-ER quality control factor for the
assembly of secretory proteins (49, 50). ERp46 (PDIA16, Endo-PDI) was originally reported

as a PDI protein preferentially expressed in endothelial cells and functions as a survival factor
against hypoxic stress (51). Interestingly, ERp46 contains multiple a-type domains linked by

unusually long loops but no b-type domain (Fig. 1). This arrangement is not observed in any
other PDI proteins and may account for the functional difference between ERp46 and
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archetype PDI (52). ERdj5 (PDIA19, DNAJC10) is the largest member of PDI family (793
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aa) and also belongs to the DnaJ (Hsp40) heat shock protein family. ERdj5 possesses an Nterminal J-domain that mediates the interaction with BiP. It also associates with EDEM (ER
degradation–enhancing a-mannosidase–like protein) and reduces S-S bonds in the client
proteins. ERdj5 is a reductase component of the ERAD supramolecular complex that
facilitates the accelerated degradation of misfolded proteins (53). A recent study revealed that
ERdj5 acts as an ER reductase not only for the proteins to be dislocated to the cytosol for
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degradation (ERAD substrates) but also for the proteins (e.g., LDL receptor) undergoing
productive folding (54). TMX proteins (PDIA11-14) carrying single a-type domain are the
only PDI proteins with a transmembrane domain. Although their enzymatic activities and the
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expression levels in a variety of tissues have been reported, little is known about their
physiological functions (1).

Roles of PDI Proteins in the Disease States

The ER is a central compartment for folding, post-translational modifications, and
quality control of proteins, which are collectively termed as ‘proteostasis’. Dysregulation of

R

proteostasis could exert adverse effects and is potentially detrimental to the cells. As the main
catalyst for intra- and intermolecular S-S bonds and as the molecular chaperones for client
proteins, PDI proteins play a key role in the maintenance and regulation of proteostasis.

FO

Disturbance of proteostasis can lead to the activation of ER stress response known as
‘unfolded protein response (UPR)’. At earlier stages, UPR alleviates the ER stress by upregulating the chaperones for protein folding and by inducing ERAD and autophagy for the

elimination of misfolded proteins (55). UPR and ER stress are increasingly implicated in
many disease states and accumulating evidence indicates that PDI proteins, as a vital
component of UPR, play important roles in the pathophysiology of many disorders. However,
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recent studies suggest that the impacts of PDI proteins on diseases are much more complex

EW

and the unconventional roles of PDI in pathophysiology have also been reported.

PDI and Neurodegenerative Diseases

Neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer’s diseases (AD), Parkinson’s disease
(PD), Huntington’s diseases (HD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and prion-related
disorders, are classified as protein misfolding disorders (PMD) because a hallmark of these
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diseases is the accumulation of misfolded proteins within affected tissues (56). Special
attention has been given to the importance of UPR in PMD and roles of the regulatory factors
(including PDI) have been investigated (57). PDI proteins are up-regulated in many PMD and
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associate with disease proteins (they are often recruited to the insoluble aggregates) (58). PDI
proteins are usually cytoprotective and even prevent the aggregation of misfolded proteins
(59). However, the opposite effects are also reported and the PDI inhibitor could provide
protection against toxic effects e.g., apoptotic cell death (60). Interestingly, a number of
studies reported S-nitrosylation of PDI in the brain tissues derived from AD and PD. This
post-translational modification of PDI, triggered by reactive nitrogen species (RNS),
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inactivates the catalytic activity of PDI and perturbs proteostasis, which eventually leads to
neuronal cell death (61). More information on the roles of each PDI protein in

FO

neurodegenerative diseases can be found in a recent review article and references therein (62).

PDI and Cancer

The needs to correct the folding defects and to eliminate the aggregated proteins may

explain easily why PDI proteins play important roles in PMD. In contrast, the functions of
PDI proteins in oncogenesis and cancer progression are much more complex. There is ample

evidence supporting that PDI proteins are strongly associated with a variety of cancer.
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Although they are among the most abundant cellular proteins, PDI proteins are frequently up-
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regulated in cancers. Analysis of microarray data sets revealed that PDI (PDIA1) is
significantly and universally over-expressed in a wide variety of cancer types including brain,
lymphoma, kidney, ovarian, prostate and lung cancers (21). Similar results were also obtained
from the analysis of cytosolic and cell surface proteome derived from various cancers (63,
64). Moreover, over-expressed PDI is frequently correlated with metastasis and invasiveness
(65, 66). Other PDI members are also up-regulated in various types of cancer (metastatic
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cancer included). Analyses of transcriptomes and proteomes revealed that ERp57, ERp72, P5
are all highly expressed in breast, thyroid, rectal, gastric and liver cancers (67-69). Overexpressed ERp57 and P5 even confer the resistance to cisplatin-induced death of lung cancer

clinical use (71).
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cells (70). Accordingly, efforts have been made to use PDI proteins as a prognostic factor for

PDI proteins are often concomitantly up-regulated with other UPR proteins (e.g., BiP
and Grp94), which stresses the importance of UPR in controlling the cell survival (72). Given
these findings, the oncogenic effects of PDI proteins are apparently mediated by their role in
the UPR signaling pathway. A recent finding showed that PDIR (PDIA5) can activate ATF6a,
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a membrane-anchored transcription factor that modulates UPR signaling. PDIA5 mediates
the rearrangement of S-S bonds in ATF6a and as a consequence promotes the packaging of
ATF6a into COPII vesicles (73). Observations that PDI inhibitor(s) can enhance apoptosis in
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cancer cells or sensitize them to anti-cancer agents suggest a pro-survival role of PDI via

regulation of apoptosis (74). Previously we reported that cytosolic PDI is cleaved by caspase3 and -7 during apoptosis and over-expressed PDI can suppress apoptotic cell death (75).
Knockdown of PDI contrarily reduces the growth of ovarian cancer cells (76). On the other

hand, the pro-apoptotic effects of PDI were also reported. An organometallic anti-cancer

agent causes cytotoxicity by induction of ER stress and up-regulation of several key UPR
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components including PDI. Similarly, sodium butyrate induces apoptosis in colorectal cancer
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cells via the up-regulation of UPR proteins (PDI included). Such effects are presumably
caused by prolonged activation of UPR via the action of pro-apoptotic transcription factors,
especially CHOP (77, 78).

While PDI plays a central role in UPR signaling and the control of cancer cell
survival, PDI also facilitates the activation of metalloproteases at the cell surface (e.g.,
ADAM17) that modulate cell signaling by catalyzing the shedding of membrane-associated
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proteins (79). The activation of ADAM17 is regulated by redox change and such an effect
must be important for the growth factor signaling in cancer cells. It is intriguing that PDI
proteins, normally confined to the ER, are also localized at the cell surface and catalyze the
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thiol-disulfide exchange in extracellular proteins. The presence of PDI proteins at the cell
surface and its functional implications have been debated for a while. As mentioned above,
surface PDI proteins interacting with client proteins (e.g., metalloproteases, selectins and
integrins) catalyze the formation/isomerization of S-S bonds in the clients (80). These effects
are particularly interesting because PDI proteins also promote cancer invasion and metastasis.
Thiol-disulfide exchange catalyzed by extracellular PDI may activate proteolytic enzymes
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(e.g., MMPs) or membrane proteins mediating cell adhesion/migration (e.g., integrins), both
of which are well-known metastatic factors (21).
In addition to their roles in UPR signaling, control of apoptosis and the catalysis of
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external thiol-disulfide exchange, PDI proteins also contribute to cancer via different
pathways. PDI interacts with a wide variety of proteins (a partial list of PDI interactome can

be found in reference #11) and the chaperone activity of PDI, which is usually thiol-

independent, is crucial for many client proteins (some of them are located at cell surface) for
proper folding and/or quality control. Moreover, different PDI proteins have non-redundant

functions and the involvement of each member is mechanistically distinct. TXNDC5 (endo-
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PDI), for example, is required for angiogenesis that involves over-expressed cathepsin B and
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MMP-9, which in turn specifically activate Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway (81). ERp29 is even
more surprising because it has no catalytic a-type domain; this PDI member is nevertheless
involved in diverse aspects of cancer - progression, metastasis and apoptosis. ERp29 also
functions in UPR signaling pathway and, more importantly, regulates the epithelialmesenchymal transition (EMT), which is critical for cancer invasion and metastasis. In
mesenchymal-like breast cancer cells, over-expressed ERp29 increases E-cadherin by
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inactivation of ERK signaling, which promotes transition into epithelial properties (82).
ERp29 also inhibits apoptosis in breast cancer cells through the up-regulation of Hsp27,
which is caused by down-regulation of eIF2a (83).
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Among human PDI proteins, AGR proteins are probably the most closely related to
oncogenesis and several lines of investigations have established their importance in the tumor
growth and metastasis of cancer. AGR proteins (mostly AGR2 and AGR3) are now
considered as oncogenic and pro-metastatic factors for most of the adenocarcinomas. Clinical
attempts have been made to use AGR2 as a cancer marker for circulating tumor cells and
metastatic cells in lymph nodes (23). AGR2 is the most-studied member of AGR subfamily
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and the elevated expression of AGR2 is frequently used as a prognostic factor for patient
outcome. In contrast, the roles of AGR3 in tumor biology are relative unknown despite high
sequence identity (~70%) with AGR2 (84). For the simplicity, we hereafter discuss mostly
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AGR2. Expression of AGR2 can be induced by various stimuli including sex hormones,
hypoxia, and ER stress. Estrogen treatment increases AGR2 expression breast cancer cells
(ER can directly bind to AGR2) and androgen is also capable of inducing AGR2 in prostate

cancer cells (AGR2 has AR-binding sites in the promoter region) (23, 84, 85).
Mechanistically AGR2 demonstrates several distinct characteristics. AGR2, a PDI

protein carrying single a-type domain with a non-canonical catalytic motif (CPHS), plays a
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role in the regulation of UPR signaling and control of apoptosis (similar to archetype PDI),
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which also requires its dimerization (86, 87). However, the exact roles of AGR2 in the thiol
exchange reactions in the ER are not clearly understood. Until now, mucin is the only known
substrate requiring AGR2 as a thiol-disulfide exchanger for its processing (17). A recent
report showed that AGR2 also promotes the presentation of EGF receptor at the plasma
membrane by forming mixed S-S bonds indicating that other physiological substrates
requiring AGR2 function may exist (88). Functional redundancy of AGR2 with other PDIs in
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protein folding and UPR signaling also needs to be addressed. Similar to other PDI proteins,
AGR2 can be localized extracellularly (AGR2 is detected also in the nucleus) and secreted
(89). A recent study claimed that extracellular AGR2, functionally independent of ER luminal
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AGR2, is critical for the tumorigenesis (90). Yeast two-hybrid assays show that several
membrane proteins can interact with AGR2 (therefore proposed as AGR2 receptors); however,
their actual association inside cells remains to be determined and the biological consequence
of such associations should also be examined (89). In addition, AGR2 interacts with a number
of proteins with diverse functions, raising a possibility that it can also act as a molecular
chaperone (89). In the future studies, it should be investigated whether AGR2 also functions
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as a molecular chaperone and influences the folding or assembly of the interacting proteins.
Finally, the requirement of AGR2 in proteostasis or ERAD pathways also needs to be further
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studied.

CONCLUSIONS

In this review, we briefly explain the domain architecture of members of the human

PDI gene family and discuss their biological functions with special attention to the
involvement in human diseases, e.g., neurodegenerative diseases and cancer. Although PDI
proteins serve primarily as ER enzymes catalyzing the formation/isomerization of disulfide
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bonds and thus assisting the proper folding of proteins, they also have additional functions as
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molecular chaperones as well as regulatory factors for protein homeostasis in the ER.
Multiple functions mediated by PDI proteins probably allow them to actively participate in
diverse cellular processes including UPR signaling and apoptosis, which are critical for
survival or death of cells. Increased expression of PDI observed in many types of cancer also
indicates that cancer cells, synthesizing more proteins than normal cells to sustain rapid
growth, may need higher ER capacity for proper protein folding. This phenomenon may
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render cancer cells more vulnerable to PDI inhibition than the normal cells, which makes PDI
proteins as a potential drug target for the treatment of cancers. Subcellular localization of PDI
proteins and the proposed function(s) related to oncogenesis and metastasis are summarized
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in Fig. 2. However, the exact functions of PDIs at different localizations, their roles in
cellular signaling pathways other than UPR and, most importantly, functional difference (or
redundancy) between the many PDI proteins need to be extensively studied before we can

FO

R

fully utilize these interesting proteins as an important target for intervention.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
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Figure 1. Domain organization of human PDI proteins
Arrangement of TRX-like domains and ER-retention sequence in 21 members of human PDI
gene family are shown here. The catalytically active a-type domains (a and a’) are depicted as
black boxes with the active site motif sequences shown inside and the catalytically inactive btype domains (b and b’) are depicted as gray boxes. ER-retention sequences are depicted as
white boxes with the motif sequences shown inside. The N-terminal signal sequences and
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other functional domains present in certain PDI proteins are not shown.

Figure 2. Sub-cellular localizations and functions of PDI proteins related to cancer

RE

PDI proteins located at the cell surface are involved in the cell adhesion/migration via
activation of metalloproteases and integrins. In the ER, PDI proteins are required for UPR
which determines the survival/death of cells via ATF6a activation or ERAD/autophagy
induction. Although the localization of PDI in the cytosol and/or nucleus are not clearly
understood, PDI proteins control apoptosis via caspase activation and Hsp27 induction. PDI
proteins also play a role in the regulation of the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT).
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R

See text for more details.
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Table 1 Members of the Human PDI Gene Family
Other
Aliases

TRX-like
Domain(s)

PDIA1

508aa

PDI, P4HB, PHDB

a-b-b'-a'

PDIA2

525aa

PDIp, PDA2

a-b-b'-a'

PDIA3

505aa

ERp57, ERp60, GRP57,
GRP58, P58

a-b-b'-a'

PDIA4

645aa

ERp70, ERp72

a'-a-b-b'-a'

PDIA5

519aa

PDIR

b-a'-a-a'

PDIA6

440aa

ERp5, P5, TXNDC7

a'-a-b

PDILT

584aa

PDIA7

ERP27

273aa

PDIA8

ERP29

262aa

PDIA9, ERp28, ERp31

ERP44

406aa

PDIA10, TXNDC4

TMX1

280aa

TMX2

Catalytic-site
Sequence

ER Retention
Sequence

CGHC, CGHC

KDEL

CGHC, CTHC

KEEL

CGHC, CGHC

QEDL

EW

Protein
Size

CGHC, CGHC,
CGHC
CSMC, CGHC,
CPHC
CGHC, CGHC

VI

Gene
Name

KEEL
KEEL

KDEL

SKQS, SKKC

KEEL

b-b'

-

KVEL

b

-

KEEL

a-b-b'

CRFS

RDEL

PDIA11, TXNDC1

a

CPAC

-

296aa

PDIA12, TXNDC14,

a

SNDC

KKDK

TMX3

454aa

PDIA13, TXNDC10

a-b-b'

CGHC

KKKD

TMX4

349aa

PDIA14, TXNDC13

a

CPSC

RQR

TXNDC5

432aa

a'-a-a'

CGHC, CGHC,
CGHC

KDEL

TXNDC12

172aa

a

CGHC

EDEL

AGR3

PDIA15, ERp46,
Endo-PDI
PDIA16, AGR1, ERp16,
ERp18, ERp19

R

AGR2

RE

a-b-b'-a'

PDIA17, XAG-2, HAG-2

a

CPHS

KTEL

166aa

PDIA18, HAG-3,
BCMP11

a

CQYS

QSEL

793aa

PDIA19, ERdj5, JDPI,

a'-b-a'-a-a'

CSHC, CPPC,
CHPC, CGPC

KDEL

FO

DNAJC10

175aa

CASQ1

396aa

PDIB1

b-b-b'

-

-

CASQ2

399aa

PDIB2

b-b-b'

-

-
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